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1 PropagatingFLEXIBLE MEMBRANE WAVE BARRIER
1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1Problem Description
This report details the development of a linear model for the dynamic response
of a flexible membrane wave barrier.Wave barriers are used to reduce energy
propagated by surface waves for the purpose of protecting leeward structures or coastal
areas. This is usually accomplished by reflection and dissipation of the incident energy.
Flexible membranes provide an attractive alternative for use in the construction of
portable temporary floating wave barriers.Flexible membranes have the positive
attributes of covering large areas while being lightweight, inexpensive, easily handled
and reusable.
The emphasis of the current study is to provide a simple mathematical model
which will predict the performance of a flexible membrane wave barrier under a variety
of wave conditions. The model will also quantify the induced displacements, forces and
moments on the wave bather for engineering purposes.
1.2Previous Studies
At least two previous attempts were made to obtain an analytical model for the2
response of a surface buoyed flexible membrane wave barrier. The initial work was
completed in 1986 by Mr. Wentong Liu of the Sandong College of Oceanology,
Peoples Republic of China, while a visiting scholar working with Dr. W. G. McDougal
of the Department of Civil Engineering at Oregon State University.An analytical
solution was developed but the computer algorithm was not successfully completed prior
to Mr. Liu's departure.
A second attempt was made by Mr. W.J. Bender Jr. on which he reported in
January 1989. Mr. Bender conducted large scale experiments on a section of flexible
membrane wave barrier at the O.H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory at Oregon
State University. Mr. Bender compared these results with Liu's analytical model and
with an elastic beam model developed by Mr. D. Kerper(1988) for a compliant wave-
current barrier.The results of Mr. Bender's studies indicated that neither the Liu
model nor the Kerper model adequately described the behavior of the flexible
membrane wave barrier.
1.3Scope of Current Work
The current model is based on the work initiated by Mr. Liu for a flexible
membrane wave barrier as shown in Figure 1.1. The wave barrier consists of a flexible
membrane suspended between a moored cylindrical buoy at the free surface and a fixed
hinge at the seafloor. The model will attempt to predict the linear amplitudes of the
waves reflected and transmitted by the wave barrier, the mooring3
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Figure 1.1 Flexible Membrane Wave Barrier
line and hinge forces on the wave barrier, and the horizontal displacement and rotation
of the cylindrical buoy at the free surface.The results are compared with the
experimental data of Bender(1989).2.0 THEORY
2.1Analytical Approach
4
This model quantifies the fluid motion on either side of a flexible membrane
wave barrier by defining separate compatible velocity potentials in these two regions.
The problem solution technique approximates the motion of the flexible membrane by
an equivalent two-dimensional string equation. This requires quantifying therigid body
motion of the cylindrical buoy and linking the motion of the buoy with the motion of
the flexible membrane at the connection point.
Once the motion of the membrane has been defined, the unknown complex
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted velocity potentials are solved by applying
the kinematic and dynamic compatibility conditions across the membrane and exploiting
the orthogonal properties of the Z-dependent eigenfunctions used in describing the
velocity potentials.
2.2 Boundary Value Problem
Assuming there are no gradients along the axis of the cylinder, we may write
a two-dimensional boundary value problem for the irrotational flow in regions I & IIa20 ad? r
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Figure 2.1 Two-Dimensional Boundary Value Problem
as shown in Figure 2.1. The flexible membrane is described in Cartesian
coordinates and the flow is that of an irrotational, incompressible fluid ina channel of
constant still water depth, h. Under these constraints the fluid motion may be described
by a scalar velocity potential, (1) whose negative gradient gives the component of fluid
velocity in that direction according to
ax
w.-az
(2.2.1)
in which u and w are the horizontal and vertical components of fluid velocity,
respectively.The scalar velocity potential,must satisfy Lap laces equation
V20=0
6
(2.2.2a)
subject to the following boundary conditions: the combined kinematic and dynamic free
surface boundary condition which requires atmospheric pressure and a vertical water
particle velocity equal to the local rate of change of the water surface elevation at the
free surface,
1 a2 el)+ad)=0; z =0 g ateaz
the bottom boundary condition which requires no flow into the seafloor,
az
aci)=0;z=-h
(2.2.2b)
(2.2.2c)
and a radiation condition which requires only outgoing waves from the wave barrier
given by,
axik
1
cD=0;x-±0.
(2.2.2d)
in which g is the acceleration due to gravity, k1 is the propagating wave number, t is
time and i = V-1.
The linear solutions to the boundary value problems in regions I & II are given
by= + aig coshk, (z+h)
eiuclx_wt)arg coshki(z+h)
e-ick,x+4,t) I coshk h cocoshk h 1 1
0II=
+n-2Ea rng cosk(z+h)
eucnx-iwt)
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with the dispersion equations which relate wave frequency to wave length
n=1
cat =
-gkntanknh;m2
(2.2.3b)
in which ai represents the known incident wave amplitude and ar, am, at, & am represent
the unknown complex reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes.
Solution of the unknown membrane displacement, Xm requires two boundary
conditions which include matching translation and rotation components of the buoy at
the base of the buoy
Xm'Xb+Reb ; Z = z0
and a no displacement condition at the seafloor
xm=0;2=-h
(2.2.4)
(2.2.5)
Solution of the unknown complex amplitudes ar, am, a, & am requires two
additional kinematic boundary conditions which for a flexible membrane states the
horizontal fluid velocities are continuous at the membraneaoi_ao.r.r
axax'
x=0
and are equal to the rate of change of the horizontal membrane displacement
ao .ax.. _
axat '
x =0, zs zo
8
(2.2.6)
(2.2.7)
The dynamic pressure may be obtained from the Bernoulli equation according to
P=Pao
;at
-07<x< +op ,-hszs0
2.3Rigid Body Motion of a Cylindrical Buoy
(2.2.8)
The cylindrical buoy shown in Figure 2.2 is a three-degree of freedom system
whose rigid body motion may be quantified by translations in the horizontal and vertical
directions and by rotation in the X-Z plane. The superposition of these motions may
be nonlinear. However, they will be approximated as being simple harmonic by
applying a variety of linearization techniques.
Consider first the vertical translation of the buoy. The vertical equilibrium
position is determined by the external forces acting on the buoy in still water. Hence,
for a prescribed still water depth the static tension in the flexible membrane may be
determined by
TS= FBS-Mbg- Fmsicos a .r- Fmszrc os a zr
(2.3.1)F,
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Figure 2.2 Motion of Cylindrical Buoy
F,
in which Fps is the static buoyancy force per length acting on the buoy; Mb is the mass
of the buoy per length; g is the acceleration of gravity; FMsI & Fmsa are the static
mooring line forces per length due to pretensioning in regions I & II, respectively; and
at & all are the angles which the mooring lines make with the vertical in regions I &
II.
Note an excess of buoyancy is created in the buoy by raising the water level
such that the flexible membrane is in tension or by shortening the mooring lines such
that they are in tension.The amount of excess buoyancy will affect the vertical
response of the buoy.
The dynamic response of the buoy in the vertical direction is dependent on the
frequency and relative amplitudes of the incident and diffracted waves. The motion of
the incident and diffracted waves will induce a vertical wave force and the oscillating10
water surface will change the buoyancy force acting on the buoy. In addition, as the
flexible membrane deforms from its equilibrium position it must stretch to accommodate
this change or alternately, it must act to tow the buoy below the surface thus changing
the excess of buoyancy and inducing fluid forces associated with the downward velocity
and acceleration of the buoy. These two mechanisms, i.e., the change in the water
surface and the deformation of the flexible membrane, generate a nonlinear time-
dependent behavior for the tension in the membrane. This behavior is coupled to the
motion of the buoy and produces an equally complicated dynamic response for the
buoy.
The vertical equation of motion of the buoy is given by
(1-hz+Mb)?. b+I 1 z?. b=F BD+F WZF MIZF MIIZTDZ (2.3.2)
where il, is the vertical displacement of the buoy; Az is the added mass; II, is the
radiation damping; FBD is the force per length due to the change in buoyancy; Fwz is
the vertical wave force per length; Fma Az are the vertical components of dynamic
mooring force per length in regions I & II; and TDZ is the vertical dynamic component
of tension per length in the flexible membrane.
The dynamic response of the buoy in the horizontal is also a function of the
incident wave and is given by
(1 x+mb)Rb+11x5( bmF WXF MDC+F MI1X+27 X (2.3.3)
where Xb is the horizontal displacement of the buoy; Az is the added mass; v,is the
radiation damping; Fvx is the horizontal wave force per length; Fma,rox are the11
horizontal components of dynamic mooring line tension per length in regions I & II;
and Tx is the total horizontal component of tension per length in the flexible membrane.
Finally, assuming all fluid forces act through the center of the buoy, the
equation of motion for rotation about the center of the buoy is given by
b----- ---FmDeRs in (+81, ) +FmaRcos +8b)
-F mweRs in (14-il.)FIrAcos (9b m b °M 8A111)
+TxRcosl b-TzRsin0 b
(2.3.4)
where eb is the rotation in the counter clockwise direction; R is the outside radius of
the buoy; I is the mass moment of inertia of the buoy; Fmix & Fmax are the horizontal
components of the total mooring line force per length in regions I&II; Fma & Fmnz are
the vertical components of the total mooring line force per length in regions I & II; Tx
& Tz are the horizontal and vertical components of total membrane tension per length,
respectively; and Ow & Om/ are the equilibrium angles between the horizontal
centerline of the buoy and the lines defined by the center of the buoy and the points of
connection of the mooring lines in regions I & II.
Eqs.(2.3.2, 2.3.3 & 2.3.4) may be solved for simple harmonic motion by
quantifying and linearizing the forces and moments on their right hand sides.For
simple harmonic time dependence
_w2cb
gb=-02Xb; 164b
bw2eb (2.3.5)12
where w is the wave frequency.
Consider first the mooring forces on the buoy as shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Components of Membrane and Mooring Line Forces
The mooring line forces in each region are composed of an initial static
pretension plus an additional dynamic component due to the displacements of the points
of connection with the buoy. The angles to the points of connection with the buoy,
01,46,m are a measure of the moment arm between the connections of the mooring lines
and the connection of the membrane at the base of the buoy. As OmoJo approaches zero
small rotations of the buoy will only induce changes in the vertical components of
mooring line force.As emojr) approaches it /2 then small rotations of the buoy will
only induce changes in the horizontal components of the mooring line force. Applying13
small angle approximations, the horizontal and vertical components of mooring line
tension in regions I & II are given by
Fmnc=Fmsisina.r+ ( Xb+RebSinemi) KIS in2 a1
Ficre--Fmsrco s a i+ (Cb-Rebcosem,) K1cos2a1
Fm.r.rx=Flans inaTr- (Xb+RebSinemn-) KirSin2aII
Fmn-z=Fmsircosa LT+ (Cb+Rebco sem))K11cos2a17
(2.3.6)
The horizontal and vertical wave forces will be modeled using linearized relative
motion Morison equations given by
F,,,x=pAwCmx(co'xb-icau) +--}pdCm(u+icaxb)
Fwz=PAp/Cmz(6)2Cb-iww) +1 PdCD.E2 ( w+16)Cb)
(2.3.7)
where p is the mass density of the fluid, Aw is the total wetted cross-sectional area of
the immersed portion of the buoy, Cmx,z are the inertia coefficients in the X,Z-
directions, d is the buoy diameter, and CD/Az are the linearized drag coefficients in the
X,Z-directions. CD/Az are obtained by equating the average rate of work done over one
cycle for the nonlinear drag force and the linearized drag force (Lorentz, 1926).
8
CD,
.r..x' 3LDXUMAX
8
CD
,...,
.z.z .'-3,7c LDZWMAX
(2.3.8)
where um. and wr,are the amplitudes of horizontal and vertical fluid velocity, Xb is
the horizontal displacement of the buoy, andJbis the vertical displacement of the buoy.14
Now consider the change in buoyancy force acting on the buoy. The buoyancy
force at any time is dependent on the relative position of the water surface and the
buoy. The water surface is free to oscillate about its equilibrium position. The buoy
however, is restrained in the positive vertical and only free to move in the negative Z-
direction. Two external changes serve to alter the buoyancy force.
The first is the deformation of the flexible membrane which acts to pull the buoy
below its equilibrium position. Because of the oscillatory nature of the flow field, this
change will generate a downward motion of the buoy twice per wave cycle.Initially
at the maximum positive displacement of the membrane and again at the maximum
negative displacement of the membrane. The magnitude of this downward motion is
obtained numerically by assuming a submerged depth, zo, for the point of connection
of the membrane with the buoy.The slope length of the membrane displacement
function between z =h and z = zo is then computed and compared with the original
static vertical length of the membrane. Assuming the membrane is essentially inelastic
in the longitudinal direction, then the deformed slope length must equal the static
vertical length. The assumed value of zo is adjusted until this requirement is met within
a prescribed tolerance. Details of this method are presented in Appendix C.
The second external change which affects the buoyancy force is the change in
the water surface elevation as a wave passes. If the buoy were restrained in the vertical
a wave crest would increase the buoyancy force and a wave trough would decrease the
buoyancy force. The buoy however, is restrained only in the positive Z-direction and
therefore, the behavior of the buoyancy force in the trough of a wave requires15
additional information about the relative vertical position of the buoy. Because a linear
solution is sought, the magnitude of the buoyancy force under the crest will be used as
a force amplitude and assumed to apply throughout the wave cycle. Hence, the change
in buoyancy force per length due to the wave crest, F8,7 is a function of the increase in
the submerged cross-sectional area of the buoy
Fail=pgAne-iwt
(2.3.9)
where A,, is the cross-sectional area of the buoy between z = 0 and z = ai. Note that
Eq.(2.5.10)demonstrates that the average value of the combined incident, reflected and
transmitted wave amplitudes will be equal to the incident wave amplitude.
The change in buoyancy force per length due to the deformation of the
membrane under a crest, FBmd is
F Bind= p gAnde -i`a t
where Amd is the cross-sectional area of the buoy between z = zo and z = 0.
Hence, the total change in the buoyancy force per length is
F BD= P gA De j'a t
(2.3.10)
(2.3.11)
where AD is the cross-sectional area of the buoy between z = zo and z = ai.
SubstitutingEqs.(2.3.5, 2.3.6, 2.3.7 & 2.3.11)intoEq.(2.3.2),the vertical
displacement of the buoy is given by
Cb=Az1(pgADe-iwt+BZw+CZeb-TDZ)
(2.3.12)where
16
Az=(11 z+Mb+pAwCmz) (a
1
2(vz+P dCDL,z)+ Iccos2 a I+ Krrcos2 a
1 B z= ip caAwC mz+p dCDLZ
C z=R (Iccos2 a icoseIcicos2 a =co se mii)
Substituting Eqs.(2.3.5, 2.3.6 & 2.3.7)into Eq.(2.3.3),the horizontal
displacement of the buoy is given by
where
xb=A;1 (13xu+cxeb+ Tpx) (2.3.13)
Ax =- (px+Mb+pAwCx) 02-(, v .1 A,
L .12V -12A
B x=p (aAwCmx+p dCDra
Cx= -R (Kis i n2 a is inemi-Kus i n2 a us i nem")
Finally, substituting Eqs.(2.3.5 & 2.3.6) into Eq.(2.3.4), the rotation of the
buoy is given by
eb=Ae-1 ( Be+ CeXb+DeC b+ Tx)
where
(2.3.14)17
and
RJ2+FMSI(since/cos°MI+cosa sineM/)
+Fmsrr(sinancosemn---cosallsinemn.)
+R(Kisin2aisin2emi+Kicos2aicos20141
2 +K sin aIIsin2 eMII+K COS2aIIcos2e + mixTz
138=Fmsi(cosaicosemi-sinaisinemi)
.F14.5III(Sinceiisinemii+cosancosemii)
Ce=Kisin2aisinemi-icisin2airsinemn-
De =K1cos2aicosemr-Kncos2acosemn
IR2+/-21 /-Mb
where R is the outside radius and r is the inside radius of the buoy, respectively.18
2.4Two-dimensional Model of a Flexible Membrane
A flexible membrane wave barrier position described in Cartesian coordinates
is shown in Figure 2.4. The membrane is stretched betweentwo lines parallel to the
Y-axis. The lower line, being fixed at the bottom, is described byx = 0 and z = - h.
The upper line is defined by the attachment of the membrane with the buoyat x = xo,
and z = zo.
Z
Figure 2.4 Flexible Membrane19
Assuming the membrane material is homogeneous and there areno force
gradients in the Y-direction, the equation of motion for the membranemay be obtained
from Newton's second law by quantifying the forces acting ona differential section of
unit width as shown in Figure 2.5.
T(z+ -A-F-t)
2'
. -x
1'(z- t,Azt)-,
2
Figure 2.5 Differential Element of Flexible Membrane
The external forces acting on the differential section may be obtained by
integrating the pressure over the section in regions I & II
AFx(z, t) =
(z+Az/2) (z+Az/2)
fpr (z, t) dz-f prr(z, t) dz
(z-Az/2) (z-Az/2) (2.4.1)20
Let ATx and ATz represent the horizontal and vertical differential change in
membrane tension per width of membrane
ATx(z, t)=T(z-Az/2, t)sin(0.-A0./2)
-T(z+Az/2, t) sin (0.+AO./2)
ATz(z, t) =T(z-Az/2, t) cos (Am-Aen,/2)
-T(z+Az/2, t) cos (E).+AO./2)
where 0m is the angle which the differential section makes with the vertical.
Applying Newton's second law in the horizontal direction
A Tx(z, t) +AFx(z, t) =Az( (1).+Mm)2m+vinjc.]
(2.4.2)
(2.4.3)
where pin is the added mass per area; vm is the damping per area; M. is the mass per
area of the membrane; and xm is the horizontal displacement of the membrane.
Assuming simple harmonic motion
5"cm= --(02x,
zm = iwxm
As the differential dimension Az approaches zero Eq. (2.4.3) becomes
aTxaFx[ (p,m+mm) (,)2+i.v.]
xa azaz
(2.4.4)
(2.4.5)
The horizontal component of total membrane tension per width will be assumed
simple harmonic according toTx=ITzl
21
(2.4.6)
whereI Tz Iis the average magnitude of the complex valued vertical component of
total membrane tension.
Define the following:
Am= (p,m+Mm) (02 +icavm
aFyaa,,
XaZ1.'1.fr'2.1.
Eq. (2.4.5) may now be written as
ITzI
a2X-22 +fx=-A,x,
az2
Define the following:
A 12- m
-1'z
Eq. (2.4.7) becomes
82Xm+12 fX
az2
Xra-I Tzl
(2.4.7)
(2.4.8)22
2.5Dynamic Response of a Flexible Membrane Wave Barrier
The equation of motion for the membrane, Eq.(2.4.8) is of the form of an
undamped harmonic oscillator.The general solution of this equation is given by
(O'Neil, 1987)
X._Clcosl (z+h) + C2sinl (z+h)ip g (a t-ai-ar) coshki ( z+h)
(12+.k1 )I TzlcoshIch
tjPg(at.-arn) coska (z+h)e-iwt
n=2 ()2-/C) I TzICOS/C22h
(2.5.1)
The unknown coefficients C1 and C2 are evaluated by applying the boundary
conditions given in Eqs.(2.2.4 & 2.2.5). Substituting Eq.(2.5.1) into Eq. (2.2.5) at the
bottom of the membrane gives
where
(at-ai-a1) B1+E (atn-a) Bn
n=2
i B1- pg
(12+4) ITzl coshich
B ipg ,,-
(12 -11) IT2.1 cosicnh
(2.5.2)
The boundary condition at the top of the membrane is given by Eq.(2.2.4).
Assuming the mooring points on the buoy are symmetric about the Z-axis then
Om/ = emll andCz =Be =De =0
then from Eq. (2.3.12)
Tin= pgADe --")t+BzwAz(b
and
Tz'Ts+ TDZ
23
(2.5.3)
(2.5.4)
(2.5.5)
Eq. (2.5.4) may be solved exactly by noting that under a wave crest the vertical
displacement of the buoy can only be a result of the deformation of the membrane and
that displacement may be obtained numerically as detailed in Appendix C. However,
by solving Eq. (2.5.4) exactly the tension in the membrane becomes a function of the
membrane displacement function, x., and hence Eq. (2.4.8) becomes a nonlinear partial
differential equation (O'Neil, 1987). This became evident when an iterative solution
to Eq(2.4.8) was attempted using the numerically computed value of1,.At those
frequencies where rb was relatively large the solution failed to converge.
Alternately, if the dynamic tension in Eq. (2.5.5) was assumed small compared
to the static tension and consequently ignored, (i.e., TDZ = 0), the solution did not
compare favorably with the measured results.Hence, a solution to Eq.(2.5.5) was
sought which would include some form of the dynamic tension.
Consider the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5.4) which represents the
change in buoyancy of the cylinder.If it is assumed that the component of buoyancy
change due to the deformation of the membrane is small compared to the component24
of buoyancy due to the changing water surface elevation, (i.e., Amd = 0), then this term
does not contribute to the nonlinearity of Eq.(2.4.8).
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.5.4) is the vertical wave force
obtained from Morison's equation. Morison's equation incorporates fluid kinematics
based solely on the incident wave and hence, this term does not contribute to the
nonlinearity of Eq.(2.4.8).
Finally, the third term represents the inertia and damping of the buoy.This
term is obtained numerically as a function of the membrane displacement, x, and
contributes directly to the nonlinearity of Eq.(2.4.8). This term must be set equal to
zero to retain a linear problem. Therefore, Eq.(2.5.4) will be solved by ignoring the
effect of membrane deformation on the dynamic tension in the membrane (i.e. assume
Amd = rb = 0). This results in a value of TDZ which is constant for a specified incident
wave amplitude.
Substituting Eq. (2.5.3) into Eqs. (2.3.12 & 2.3.13) creates a system of two
equations and two unknowns from which Xb and eb may be determined
} e
b
=A-"13 uC"
ax.
aZ
where
Axe= (AxAeCxCe)
Bx0=BxCe
Cxe= (Ax+Ce) 1;1
and
(2.5.6)where
a} u-Ex.
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(2.5.7)
D0=Bx+Cxe1;4Bxe
Exe=CxAx74 Cxe+ ITzl
Substituting Eqs.(2.5.6 & 2.5.7) into Eq.(2.2.4) the boundary condition at the
top of the membrane may now be written as
where
where
x.=FxsuGxeaXmaz
FA=A;1D0+121-1;eBxe
G=A;i1 Exe+RAATE; xe Clio
Substituting Eq.(2.5.1) into Eq.(2.5.8) gives
GI
C2=Di{ (a t a i a r) D2-...D aL.3+E (a tn-arn) D4n +a tzrD5n }
n-2
D1= [sin). (zo+h) +Gxelcosl (zo+h)] -1
D2=E1(coshk1 (zo+h) -cosA (zo+h) +Gxe [)sink, (zo+h)
+kisinhki (zo+h ) ] }
(2.5.8)
(2.5.9)26
D3iFxekig
4)
D4n =Bnicoski,(zo+h) -c-cosh, (zo+h) +GA8[),sink, [),sink, (zo+h)
-knsink,(zo+h ) ] }
Fxe.k g
D5, (an
Eq.(2.5.1) for the displacement of the membrane also contains the unknown
amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted waves.The complex valued reflected
amplitudes may be solved in terms of the complex valued transmitted amplitudes by
applying the kinematic compatibility condition given by Eq. (2.2.6) and exploiting the
orthogonal properties of the Z-dependent eigenfunctions of F1 and (1)Er
a =a.-a r 1t
am = -atn (2.5.10)
The complex valued transmitted amplitudes may be solved by applying the
kinematic compatibility given by Eq.(2.2.7). Exploiting the orthogonal properties of
the Z-dependent eigenfunctions of 'results in two sets of equations
where
atE 1+E atnE3n=aiE2
n=2
E
1S inhich -{13 1-D1 (2D2-D3 ) I2-2B1(/ 1-1-3)
E2 = -2DiD2/2-2B1 (11-13)
(2.5.11)and
where
27
E3n = -D1 ( 2Din +D5n) I2 -2 Bn/i
/*1-
(121k1)
tkisinhkih
/2- l2
(12+1,!k)
Ikisinhki
2k112+sinh2kih I3-
4k1
cos112+1coshkih sin1h}
sin112-1coshkih cosXh +A}
atFim+atmF3m+Ea tnF4mn= a iF2m
(2.5.12)
Fim=-Di (2 D2 -D3 ) I2m-2 Brrim
F2m=-2 2- 2m2 Bi/im
Fim1sinkmh
i 273m+ 2 BmI3m
F4mn = D1(2D4n+D5 n) 172m-2 B,21-im
1{kmsinkmh cosAh-lcosk,h sin.) 12) lm(k2-12)
12 1{kmsinkmh sin1h+lcoskr12 cosXh -)J
m(km2-12)
2km12+sin2km12
I3m-
4km
Eqs. (2.5.11 & 2.5.12) provide a system of "m" equations and "m" unknowns,
where "m = n + 1" and "n" is the number of evanescent eigenmodes desired.28
3.0 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1Introduction
Model tests of a flexible membrane wave barrier of the type shown in Figure
1.1 were performed by Bender(1989). A complete description of the model is provided
in Appendix A. Mr. Bender applied both monochromatic and random waves to four
different configurations of the wave barrier. The parameters prescribed for each model
configuration are presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Wave Barrier Configurations
Configuration Mooring Pretension(lbs) Water Depth(ft)
I 550 11.7
II 450 11.7
III (unmoored) 11.7
IV (unmoored) 10.7
The data collected by Mr. Bender included both incoming and outgoing wave
profiles, mooring line forces, horizontal hinge forces at the base of the membrane and
displacements of the buoy at the surface. A subsequent review of Mr. Benders results
indicated incorrect calibration constants and wave barrier parameters had been used
when he attempted to analyze the measured data. The measured results presented in
this report are based on an analysis which used the parameters given in Table 3.1 and29
the calibration constants given in Appendix A.
There are a number of potential sources of error associated with the large scale
model test which are not accounted for in the analytical model. Return flow currents
in either region may alter the deformation pattern of the flexible membrane. The model
was free to move in the roll and yaw modes which could affect the displacement
patterns of the buoy and the membrane. Additionally, a significant number of human
errors in recording and analyzing the measurements for this model test were discovered.
This pattern raises the possibility that other undetected errors exist in the measured
data. Finally, the measured results indicated once the system was set in motion, it did
not necessarily pass through its exact static equilibrium position again. This indicates
that in its dynamic state, the membrane always exhibits some pre-set deformation.
The theoretical model requires a variety of empirical values to quantify various
displacement and force coefficients. These include inertia and drag coefficients for use
in Morison's equation, added mass and damping values for the moored cylindrical
buoy, and added mass and damping for the membrane. A number of different sources
were used to estimate these values.
Inertia and drag coefficients are generally available over a wide range of
oscillatory flow conditions for submerged cylinders.However, for semi-submerged
cylinders with membranes attached, virtually no information has been published.
Attaching a membrane to the cylinder and the seafloor has the effect of eliminating flow
between regions I and II except by overtopping. This no flow condition has the effect
of disrupting what would otherwise be considered normal flow past a cylinder. Hence,30
coefficients based on fixed submerged cylinders with downstream flow separation and
wake formation do not necessarily apply to this system of divided flow regions.
In addition, semi-submerged cylinders will produce inertia and drag coefficients
which vary in the horizontal and vertical directions.This is due to the difference in
shape of the submerged cross-sectional area of the cylinder when viewed from the
horizontal and vertical directions.
The significance of either of these considerations is unknown and could prove
to be inconsequential. However, for comparison purposes, the values of CM and CD
used to compute the wave forces on the buoy were chosen from a reasonable field of
values to best match the measured data.Figure 3.1 shows the sensitivity of the
theoretical horizontal buoy displacement to three different values of C. It is observed
that in general an increase in buoy displacement and a decrease in resonant frequency
(lower Koh) are associated with an increase in C.
Figure 3.2 shows the sensitivity of the theoretical vertical displacement to three
different values of C. Some variation in the theoretical curves is observed for Koh
values of 3.0 and larger.In general, an increase in the value of Cmz tends to reduce
the resonant "peaks and valleys" of the theoretical curves. The vertical displacements
of the buoy are obtained by integrating the slope distance of the horizontal
displacements. Increasing Cmz increases the vertical wave force acting on the buoy and
consequently increases the vertical component of tension in the membrane. An increase
in membrane tension reduces the horizontal displacements of the membrane and hence,
the vertical displacement of the buoy. Thus Cmz and rb have an inverse relationship.1.0
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Figure 3.3 shows the sensitivity of the theoretical horizontal buoy displacement
to three different values of Cpx. Virtually no sensitivity to horizontal drag is noted.
Figure 3.4 shows the sensitivity of the theoretical vertical buoy displacement to
three different values of Cm.Again virtually no sensitivity is noted.An inertia
coefficient of 2.0 and a drag coefficient of 0.6 were used for the theoretical curves
presented in this thesis.
The values of A and v for floating cylinders were obtained from Vugts(1968).
Again these values were obtained from free floating semi-submerged cylinders that may
not necessarily reflect the flow conditions associated with a cylinder-membrane
combination.Figure 3.5 shows the sensitivity of the theoretical horizontal buoy
displacement to three different values of Ax.In general, an increase in horizontal
displacement and a decrease in resonant frequency (Koh) are associated with an increase
in tix. Note Ax is a dimensional quantity with the units of mass per length.
Figure 3.6 shows the sensitivity of the theoretical curves to three different values
of vx. In general, a decrease in horizontal displacement and resonant frequency (Koh)
are associated with an increase in V. Note vx is a dimensional quantity with units of
mass per length per time.
Values of 5.0 were used for Ax and vx in computing the theoretical curves
presented in this thesis. Note an inertia coefficient, Cmx of 2.0 indicates an added mass
coefficient of CAx = 1.0 and an added mass of CAxpAw .--- 5.0 = Ax. Hence, these
values are consistent. No simple check can be made between vx and CDX because the
drag term involves the frequency dependent term umAx.1.0
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Finally, values of pm and vm for the membrane were based on the measured
values obtained by Bender(1989). yin and vm are expected to be frequency dependent
and hence, theoretical plots were generated for three equally graduated values of 1.0,
2.0 and 3.0 to give an indication of this dependency.This range of membrane
characteristics is presented on the graphical results which follow.
The theoretical model also requires information about the incident wave. The
theoretical plots represent a single wave height at a specified water depth plotted over
a range of frequencies. For a linear system, when plotted values are normalized by the
incident wave amplitude, they should represent the system response independent of the
wave amplitude. However, in these model tests measured values normalized by the
incident wave amplitude still indicated a large variation in value at certain frequencies.
This indicates a nonlinear dependence of the system on wave amplitude. One source
of this nonlinearity is easily explained. A key parameter controlling the response of the
system is the tension in the membrane. For a given tension it is reasonably expected
that a larger wave will induce a larger response by the system. However, the tension
in the membrane is coupled to the forces acting on the cylindrical buoy which also
increase with larger waves.Hence, this is a system which not only reacts to the
increased wave force, but also has a structural property which is modified by an
increasing wave force.
For purposes of comparison, a wave height of 0.75 feet was chosen.This
represents the approximate average value of the wave heights recorded for the
monochromatic runs.Not surprisingly, random wave runs with significant wave36
heights approaching 0.75feetgenerally gave the best comparison withthe
monochromatic runs.
Measured and theoretical results are compared for seven different system
responses. These include transmission and reflection coefficients which represent the
ratio of the transmitted and reflected wave amplitudes to the incident wave amplitude,
dimensionless average mooring line and hinge forces per length, the horizontal and
vertical displacements of the buoy normalized by the incident wave amplitude, and the
rotation of the buoy which is given as the ratio of the arc length of motion at the
surface of the buoy to the incident wave amplitude. Each of these is plotted versus the
dimensionless deep water wave number. The dimensionless deep water wave number,
Koh, was determined from
42 Koh-
7ch
gT2
(3.1.1)
For the monochromatic wave data, the transmission and reflection coefficients were
computed by
and
Kat
a
KR
Rai
(3.1.2)
(3.1.3)
The measured mooring forces were obtained by averaging the maximum force
amplitudes from all four mooring lines.Similarly, the measured hinge forces were37
obtained by averaging the maximum force amplitudes from the two hinges. Both the
measured and theoretical mooring and hinge forces per length were made dimensionless
(* denotes dimensionless) according to
and
Fm
FMpghai
h hpghai
(3.1.4)
(3.1.5)
where pghai is the equivalent force amplitude on a full depth barrier of a long wave of
amplitude ai in a water depth of h.
The horizontal and vertical displacements of the buoy were made dimensionless
according to
and
,*Xb
C b
S b =
(3.1.6)
(3.1.7)
Finally, the rotation of the buoy was represented as a dimensionless arc length
according to
R0
0:=a
b
(3. 1. 8)38
For the random wave data the transmission and reflection coefficients were
computed according to
K =
(3.1.9)
and
K=RSsir
(3.1.10)
where Si is the incident amplitude spectral density; St is the transmitted amplitude
spectral density; and Sr is the reflected amplitude spectral density.
The average mooring and hinge forces per length were made dimensionless by
and
FM=pgh15Si1"
Fhpgh
(3.1.11)
(3.1.12)
where SM is the mooring force spectral density; and Sb is the hinge force spectral
density.
The horizontal displacement of the buoy was made dimensionless by
srs 11/2
x=tsil
where Sx is the horizontal buoy displacement spectral density.
(3.1.13)39
Note the vertical response of the buoy was twice the frequency of the incident wave and
hence does not have a linear random representation.
Finally, the buoy rotation was made dimensionless by
RS
0;i 8Si
where Se is the buoy rotation spectral density.
3.2Configuration I
(3.1.14)
Configuration I consisted of a moored system in 11.7 feet of water. The amount
of pretension prescribed in each mooring line was 550 lbs, however, measured values
indicated actual pretension varied from line to line from as little as 430 lbs to as much
as 647 lbs. The effects of this inconsistency are notclear, but will at a minimum alter
the rotational behavior of the cylindrical buoy.
Data was collected for 15 runs of monochromatic waves and four runs of
random waves.The prescribed wave parameters and measured results from
Bender(1989) are presented in Appendix B.
Figures 3.7 through 3.13 show the various system responses for Configuration
I. As previously stated the added mass and damping characteristics of membranesin
oscillatory flow are not currently known.Therefore, three theoretical curves
representing different values of 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 of membrane added mass and damping40
are presented to show the sensitivity of the theoretical model to these variables. Values
lower than 1.0 were attempted, however, as the value for 11, approached 0.0 the system
failed to conserve energy by producing values of the transmitted wave which were
larger than the incident waves.
Recall also the measured data represents many different wave heights while the
theoretical data represent only a single wave height of 0.75 feet.If the system
responses were truly linear with respect to the incident wave, the wave height for the
theoretical model could be arbitrarily chosen. However, it will be seen that in many
instances the wave barrier appears to exhibit nonlinear responses.When these
situations arise it becomes difficult to conclude whether variation in the measured
response of the system is due to a change in the membrane added mass and damping
or due to the change in the amplitude of the incident wave.
Figure 3.7 presents the transmission coefficient versus Koh. The theoretical
curves follow the general trend of the measured data and show a reasonable amount of
sensitivity to membrane added mass and damping for most values of Koh.A
substantial reduction in the transmission coefficient is observed with increasing values
of Koh, corresponding to decreasing wave length. This indicates that the structure is
relatively more stiff for the high frequency, shortwaves.Both the measured and
theoretical curves show distinct resonant behavior. Increasing the added mass causes
the theoretical curves to migrate toward lower frequencies, while increasing the
damping reduces the response amplitude in the theoretical curves.An increase in
variation in the theoretical curves is noted with increasing values of Koh. This is0.40
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Figure 3.7 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental
Values of Transmission Coefficient for Configuration I
primarily a result of the increasedfluid velocities and accelerations at higher
frequencies.
Figure 3.8 presents the reflection coefficient as a function of Koh. Similarto
the transmission coefficients the theoretical data follows thesame trend as the measured
data.In general, the reflection coefficient increases with increasing value ofKoh.
Again increasing the membrane added masscauses the theoretical curves to migrate
toward the lower frequencies and increasing the membrane dampingreduces the
amplitude response. The measured monochromatic data indicatesa series of significant
fluctuations from frequency to frequency which is clearly trackedby the theoretical
curves.
Figure 3.9 presents the dimensionlessaverage maximum force amplitude of the1.00
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental
Values of Dimensionless Average Mooring Force
per Length for Configuration I
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four mooring lines attached to the wave barrier. The mooring line force shows clear
resonant behavior in the measured data which is closely followed by the theoretical
curves.Increasing the membrane added mass causes the theoretical curves to shift
toward the lower frequencies and increasing the membrane damping diminishes the
amplitude response in the theoretical curves. The mooring forces are linearly related
to the displacement responses of the buoy and hence theoretical predictions of the
mooring line force are directly related to the accuracy of the prediction of the buoy
displacements. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the predicted buoy displacements.
Figure 3.10 presents the dimensionless average value of the maximum force
amplitudes for the two hinges at the bottom of the membrane. In general,
hinge force predictions gave the poorest comparison of the system responses.
Theoretical hinge forces were determined by computing the horizontal component of
membrane tension at the seafloor. This involved computing the slope of the membrane
at the seafloor and the total maximum tension in the membrane. The theory clearly
indicates a resonant response at a Koh value of approximately 2.0 which is less
pronounced in the measured data.As will be seen a similar response occurs in the
vertical displacement of the buoy indicating a large change in the tension in the
membrane. This large change is not included in the model and is the most probable
source of error for this discrepancy.
Figure 3.11 presents the dimensionless horizontal buoy displacements.The
theoretical curves display sensitivity to membrane added mass and damping, however,
it should be noted that at Koh values less than 2.0 the monochromatic data startsCONFIGURATION
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showing an increase variation in data points of like frequencies.This suggests
significant nonlinear behavior in the horizontal displacement response. Increasing the
membrane added mass causes the theoretical curves to migrate to lower frequencies and
increasing the membrane damping reduces the response amplitude.
Figure 3.12 presents the dimensionless vertical buoy displacements.The
theoretical curves follow the same general trends as the measured data with a clear
resonant response at a Koh value of approximately 2.0.As with all the response
parameters, increasing the membrane added mass causes the theoretical curves to shift
to lower frequencies and increasing the membrane damping reduces the response
amplitude.
Figure 3.13 presents the buoy rotations.The theoretical curves show some
sensitivity to membrane added mass and damping.Again increasing the membrane
added mass causes the theoretical curves to shift toward the lower frequencies and
increasing the membrane damping diminishes the amplitude response. The theoretical
rotations underpredict the measured rotations for longer period waves. The rotations
are primarily forced by the tension in the membrane. Recall that the membrane tension
does not include the effects of membrane deformation as seen in Figure 3.12. The
theoreticalrotationsdisplaythe poorest comparison where thevertical buoy
displacements are greatest. A portion of this error may also be attributed to lack of
information on the exact location of the mooring points on the buoy.46
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3.3Configuration II
Configuration II consisted of a moored system in 11.7 feet of water. Prescribed
mooring pretension was 450 lbs, but again actual measured values indicated a range
from 397 lbs to 461 lbs.
Data was collected for 15 runs of monochromatic waves and four runs of
random waves.The prescribed wave parameters and measured results from
Bender(1989) are presented in Appendix B.
Figures 3.14 through 3.20 show the comparison of the various system responses
for Configuration II.Again the general theoretical trends follow the measured data,
however, only limited conclusions can be made without further studies into the added
mass and damping properties of flexible membranes.
Figure 3.14 presents the transmission coefficients. Measured monochromatic
data shows more variation at like frequencies than in Configuration I.Overall, the
theoretical and measured data show the same trends. A substantial reduction in the
transmission coefficient is observed with increasing values of Koh. Both the measured
and theoretical curves show distinct resonant behavior. Increasing the membrane added
mass causes the theoretical curves to migrate toward lower frequencies, while
increasing the membrane damping reduces the amplitude response.
Figure 3.15 presents the reflection coefficients.The general trend of the
theoretical curves is the same as the measured data. The reflection coefficient increases
with increasing value of Koh. Increasing the membrane added mass causes the1.00 4 ,.... ,,,,,,,..,,,..,,,,,,,,--1-1-1
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental
Values of Transmission Coefficient for Configuration II
theoretical curves to shift toward the lower frequencies, and increasing themembrane
damping diminishes the amplituderesponse.
Figure 3.16 shows the mooring forces. The mooring line forcesshow distinct
resonant behavior in the measured data which is closely tracked by the theoretical
curves. Increasing the membrane added mass causes the theoretical curves to migrate
toward the lower frequencies and increasing the membrane dampingreduces the
resonant behavior. Again the accuracy of the mooring forces reflect theaccuracy of
the buoy displacement predictions.Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show the displacement
behavior of the buoy.
Figure 3.17 presents the hinge forces.In general, the trend is the same as
Configuration I and again there is a clear resonantresponse. The hinge force is49
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Values of Dimensionless Horizontal Displacement
of the Buoy for Configuration II51
determined from the membrane tension and the slope of the membrane at the seafloor.
The large resonant peak in the theoretical curve coincides with the large vertical
displacement of the buoy suggesting incorrect modelling of the membrane tension.
Figure 3.18 shows the horizontal buoy displacements.The monochromatic
measured data again shows increased variation at like frequencies for low values of
Koh. The sensitivity to membrane added mass and damping by the theoretical curves
also decreases with lower frequencies as water particle velocities and
accelerations decrease.
Figure 3.19 presents the vertical buoy displacements. Similar to Configuration
I, the theoretical curves show a clear resonant behavior suggesting a large change in the
membrane tension. This change in the tension is not incorporated in the linear model
resulting in reduced predictions for the hinge forces and buoy rotations.
Figure 3.20 presents the buoy rotations. Theoretical predictions may be in error
due to incorrect modelling of the membrane tension and lack of information on the
mooring connection points.52
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3.4Configuration III
Configuration III was an unmoored system in 11.7 feet of water.Data was
collected for 18 runs of monochromatic waves and four runs of random waves.
Instrumentation problems were experienced with the buoy displacement measurement
system on a number of runs and the displacement potentiometer was eventually
disconnected. Hence, displacement data is not available for some of the runs in this
configuration.The prescribed wave parameters and measuredresultsfrom
Bender(1989) are presented in Appendix B.
Figures 3.21 through 3.26 show the comparison of the various system responses
for Configuration III. In general, the theoretical data provided comparisons which were
not as favorable as those of the moored configurations.This may be due to the
increased nonlinear behavior of the system.
It should be noted that an increased discrepancy between the monochromatic and
random data is observed.
Figure 3.21 presents the transmission coefficients.The reduction in the
transmissioncoefficient withincreased frequencyisless pronounced thanin
Configuration I.The theoretical curves tend to follow the monochromatic data for
lower values of Koh, but generally underpredict the measured values at the higher
frequencies. A shift in the theoretical curves toward lower frequencies with increased
added mass is observed and increasing the membrane damping reduces the amplitude
response.1.00
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Figure 3.22 presents the reflection coefficients.In general, the reflection
coefficient increases with increasing value of Koh.The theory follows the
monochromatic data for lower frequencies but provides a poorer representation at the
higher frequencies. The shift toward lower frequencies is again observed for increasing
values of membrane added mass and a reduction in amplitude response is also seen with
increasing values of membrane damping.
Figure 3.23 shows the hinge force data.The theory clearly display a large
resonant response at Koh equal to 6.0 which is not observed in the measured data. This
may be attributable to the incorrect modelling of the membrane tension. The migration
toward lower frequencies with increased membrane added mass and diminished
amplitude response with increased membrane damping are again observed.
Figure 3.24 presents the horizontal displacements of the buoy. There is some
sensitivity to membrane added mass exhibited by the theoretical curves.Increasing the
added mass causes the theoretical curves to migrate to lower frequencies and increasing
the membrane damping reduces the amplitude response. The measured monochromatic
and random data diverge at low frequencies with the theoretical curves tending to
follow the monochromatic data.
Figure 3.25 presents the vertical displacements of the buoy. Several resonant
peaks appear with the theory providing a reasonable representation of the measured
data. The theoretical curves migrate to the lower frequencies with increasing values
of membrane added mass and the amplitude response is reduced
by increasing the value of membrane damping.56
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Figure 3.26 shows the rotation of the buoy. The measured monochromatic and
random wave data do not compare as favorably as in Configurations I & II.The
theoretical curves tend to follow the monochromatic data for most frequencies.
Bender(1989) noted difficulties with the displacement measurement system during these
tests,especially with larger displacements.Eventually, the system had to be
disconnected. The large differences between the monochromatic and random wave data
are not explainable. The shift toward lower frequencies of the theoretical curves due
to increasing added mass and the reduction in amplitude response due to increasing
membrane damping is still observed.
The time series traces presented in Figure 3.27 are a sample of the measured
monochromatic data from configuration III. The incident wave (CH 10) appears to be
reasonably monochromatic. The displacement responses (CH 7,8,9),however, are not
linear and indicate a simultaneous response at some higher frequency superimposed on
a lower frequency relative to the incident wave.
The measured response of the horizontal hinge forces (CH 5,6) also indicate a
nonlinear response to the incident wave. The hinge force time series appear to indicate
a very high frequency response which may be the membrane itself acting as a very stiff
spring.BCCLEAN.0113
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3.5Configuration IV
Configuration IV consisted of an unmoored system in 10.7 feet of water. The
displacement measurement system was not used in this configuration.Data was
obtained for 15 runs of monochromatic waves and four runs of random waves. The
prescribed wave parameters and measured results from Bender(1989) are presented in
Appendix B.
Figures 3.28 to 3.30 show the comparison of the measured and theoretical
models for Configuration IV. Similar to Configuration III,the measured time
series for the horizontal hinge forces clearly indicated the system did not produce a
linear response to the incident wave.
Figure 3.28 presents the transmission coefficient. In general, the transmission
coefficient is reduced with increasing value of Koh. The theoretical results tend to
follow the same trends as the measured data.There are distinct resonant responses
noted in both the measured and theoretical data.The measured monochromatic and
random data again diverge at low frequencies.Increasing the membrane added mass
has the effect of shifting the theoretical curves to lower frequencies and increasing the
membrane damping has the effect of reducing the amplitude response.
Figure 3.29 presents the reflection coefficient. The general trend of the data is
to increase the reflection coefficient with increasing values of Koh. The theoretical data
tends to follow the measured monochromatic data with clear resonant behavior. The
measured random data diverges from the monochromatic at low values of koh.61
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Figure 3.30 presents the hinge forces.Very low measured hinge forces are
noted.The displacement measurement system was not connected for these tests,
however as previously seen, the theoretical curves probably reflect the effects of the
incorrect modelling of the membrane tension.As was observed in all the previous
curves, increasing the membrane added mass has the effect of shifting the theoretical
curves toward the lower values of Koh and increasing the membrane damping has the
effect of reducing the amplitude response.4.0 CONCLUSIONS
4.1Summary
63
An analytical model has been presented for a three degree of freedom flexible
membrane wave barrier.A linear solution was obtained to predict the dynamic
response of the wave barrier under a variety of wave conditions.This solution was
compared with measured data from large scale model tests conducted at the O.H.
Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory at Oregon State University.
In general, the analytical solution compared favorably with measured results in
cases where the wave barrier exhibited a linear response.However, scatter in the
monochromatic data of like frequencies, plus asymmetric response profiles and
multifrequency responses displayed in the measured time series indicated a significant
amount of nonlinear behavior for this system. As the wave barriers response became
increasingly nonlinear, the analytical solution compared less favorably.This was
especially noticeable for the unmoored configurations.
Results were presented for transmission and reflection coefficients, mooring line
and hinge forces, horizontal and vertical displacements, and rotation of the buoy.
Theoretical transmission and reflection coefficients for moored systems showed
significant dependence on membrane added mass and damping, and provided a
reasonable match to the measured data.For unmoored systems there was less64
dependence on membrane added mass and damping, however, the measured time series
traces indicated significant nonlinear behavior.
Mooring forces were directly related to the buoy displacements and predictions
of mooring forces reflected the accuracy of the displacement predictions. Hinge forces
proved difficult to predict for both moored and unmoored systems. This is most likely
attributed to the incorrect modelling of the membrane tension by the linear model. In
addition, the model is based on the ideal flow conditions which are predicted in the
water column by linear wave theory. In reality the closed wave flume will produce a
return flow current which may have a significant effect on the membrane pretension and
orientation.
Theoretical horizontal and vertical buoy displacements displayed reasonable
comparisons when the system response was linear.Theoretical vertical buoy
displacements were not successfully incorporated into the analytical model and
contributed to inadequate modelling of the dynamic membrane tension.Theoretical
buoy rotations tended to be lower than the measured data. This was again most likely
attributed to the incorrect modelling of the membrane tension.Also, the lack of
information about the exact location of the attachment points of mooring with the buoy
may have contributed to this discrepancy.The theoretical buoy rotations for the
unmoored system tended to be higher than the measured results. This discrepancy may
in part be due to the inadequacy of the displacement measurement system used during
the model test studies.65
The added mass and damping characteristics of the flexible membrane were not
known and precluded a more conclusive comparison with the measured data.
Comparative results were presented for a variety of membrane added mass values and
damping values to demonstrate the sensitivity of the theory to these parameters.
4.2Recommendations
The linear solution presented here has demonstrated a limited application for
predicting the response of a flexible membrane type breakwater. However, additional
work is required to fully quantify the empirical values and coefficients associated with
this system.
To completely quantify the response of this system over the full range of
probable wave conditions a nonlinear model will be required. A significant inclusion
in any nonlinear model will be to correctly account for the time-dependent nature of the
membrane tension.The nonlinear model should also incorporate mooring schemes
which are not necessarily symmetric in the two regions as was assumed in the linear
model.In addition, the model should include end effects of the laboratory wave
channel to quantify return currents.
Further model tests are indicated with greater attention given to the phase
behavior of the various system responses compared to the incident wave. In addition,
a measurement system is needed to quantify the tension and the displacements of the66
membrane. This would provide additional essential information for use in testing of
theoretical models.67
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APPENDIX A
Scale Model Configuration
Figures A.1 through A.4 and Table A.1 were taken from Bender(1989). They
detail the scale model configuration used in obtaining the measured data presented in
this report.Table A.2 contains the corrected calibration slopes used to redo the
analysis of Mr. Benders measured data.PISTONWAVE BOARD
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Table A.1
Geometric Characteristicsof the Test Model
Total weight (lbs)
Weight of Buoy (lbs)
Weight of Membrane(lbs)
Buoy Dimensions (ft)
Buoy Thickness (inches)
Buoy Volume(fL3)
21x
409.0
433.0
56.0
11.67
5/8
36.35
Net Buoyancy Force(h=11.7 ft, lb/ft width) 118.6
Membrane Dimensions(ft) 12.5x 14
Membrane Thickness(inches) 00313
Mooring AttachmentAngie (degrees) 77.0
Mooring Line Pretension(lbs/line) 450 Or 550Table A.2 Calibration Slopes
Data Channel Monochromatic Random 1 volt
1 Ring I Ring 1 265.4 lbs
2 Ring 2 Ring 2 298.0 lbs
3 Ring 3 Ring 3 277.4 lbs
4 Ring 4 Ring 4 297.0 lbs
5 I Iinge E. I linge E. 248.9 lbs
6 Hinge W. Hinge W. 241.0 lbs
7 Vert. l'ot Vert. Pot 0.1403 ft
8 Low I Iz. Pot Low IIz. Pot -0.2283 ft
9 I HO I lz. Pot I light Hz. Pot -0.2083 ft
10 Inc. Wave Inc. Wave I -0.2667 ft
11 Tran. Wave Tran. Wave -0.2667 ft
12 Inc. Wave II -0.2267 ft
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APPENDIX B
Model Test Data
Tables B.1 and B.2 were taken from Bender(1989).They represent the
prescribed wave conditions and subsequent measured results from the monochromatic
and random runs.Table B.1
FLOATING MEMBRANE BREAKWATER
MONOCHROMATIC TESTS
MOORING TENSION 550 LBS
RUN DEAN C L(ft) H(ft) T(sec) h(ft) Kr Kt k(1 /ft) kh
1 9.5A 8.14 0.319 1.26 11.7 0.54 0.42 0.7723 9.04
2 9.58 8.14 0.653 1.26 11.7 0.71 0.43 0.7723 9.04
3 9.0A 12.31 0.635 1.55 11.7 0.35 0.56 0.5103 5.97
4 9.08/2 12.31 0.882 1.55 11.7 0.27 0.57 0.5103 5.97
5 8.5A 16.60 0.650 1.80 11.7 0.58 0.62 0.3785 4.43
6 8.0A/2 24.68 0.531 2.20 11.7 0.23 0.86 0.2546 2.98
7 8.0A 24.68. 0.994 2.20 11.7 0.23 0.69 0.2546 2.98
8 7.5A/2 32.37 0.550 2.54 11.7 0.46 0.61 0.1941 2.27
9 7.0A/2 50.15 0.896 3.30 11.7 0.18 0.97 0.1253 1.47
10 7.0A3/4 50.15 1.288 3.30 11.7 0.16 0.95 0.1253 1.47
11 6.5A/4 63.60' 0.436 3.88 11.7 0.15 0.93 0.0988 1.16
12 6.5A/2 63.60 0.817 3.88 11.7 0.11 0.90 0.0988 1.16
13 6.0A/4 82.56 0.548 4.76 11.7 0.17 0.98 0.0761 0.89
14 6.0A/2 82.56 1.018 4.76 11.7 0.17 0.94 0.0761 0.89
15 5.0A 123.20 0.953 6.71 11.7 0.04 0.98 0.0510 0.60
MOORING TENSION 450 LBS
16 9.5A 8.14 0.310 1.26 11.7 0.68 0.52 0.7723 9.04
17 9.58 8.14 0.775 1.26 11.7 0.57 0.35 0.7723 9.04
18 9.0A 12.31 0.743 1.55 11.7 0.42 0.32 0.5103 5.97
19 9.08/2 12.31 0.844 1.55 11.7 0.48 0.43 0.5103 5.97
20 8.5A 16.60 0.676 1.80 11.7 0.47 0.68 0.3785 4.43
21 8.0A/2 24.68 0.575 2.20 11.7 0.27 0.72 0.2546 2.98
22 8.0A 24.68 1.048 2.20 11.7 0.28 0.51 0.2546 2.98
23 7.5A/2 32.37 0.563 2.54 11.7 0.46 0.77 0.1941 2.27
24 7.0A/2 50.15 0.940 3.30 11.7 0.15 0.95 0.1253 1.47Table B.1 (Cont.)
FLOATING MEMBRANE BREAKWATER
MONOCHROMATIC TESTS
MOORING TENSION 450 LBS
RUN DEAN C L(ft) H(ft) T(sec) h(ft) Kr Kt k(1 /ft) kh
25 7.0A3/4 50.15 1.400 3.30 11.7 0.14 0.87 0.1253 1.47
26 6.5A/2 63.60 0.462 3.88 11.7 0.12 0.92 0.0988 1.16
27 6.5A/2 63.60 0.912 3.88 11.7 0.15 0.84 0.0988 1.16
28 6.OA/4 82.56 0.482 4.76 11.7 0.28 0.94 0.0761 0.89
29 6.OA/2 82.56 1.079 4.76 11.7 0.16 0.98 0.0761 0.89
30 5.OA 123.20 1.002 6.71 11.7 0.09 0.95 0.0510 0.60
WITHOUT MOORING LINES
31 9.5A 8.14 0.309 1.26 11.7 0.35 0.76 0.7723 9.04
32 9.5B 8.14 0.780 1.26 11.7 0.45 0.64 0.7723 9.04
33 9.OA 12.31 0.635 1.55 11.7 0.32 0.73 0.5103 5.97
34 9.OA 12.31 0.621 1.55 11.7 0.26 0.72 0.5103 5.97
35 9.OA 12.31 0.633 1.55 11.7 0.20 0.76 0.5103 5.97
36 9.OA 12.31 0.841 1.55 11.7 0.20 0.71 0.5103 5.97
37 8.5A 16.60 0.707 1.80 11.7 0.34 0.81 0.3785 4.43
38 8.0A/2 24.68 0.599 2.20 11.7 0.25 0.83 0.2546 2.98
39 8.0A3/4 24.68 1.021 2.20 11.7 0.16 0.82 0.2546 2.98
40 7.5A/2 32.37 0.549 2.54 11.7 0.32 0.92 0.1941 2.27
41 7.0A/2 50.15 0.932 3.30 11.7 0.11 0.90 0.1253 1.47
42 7.0A3/4 50.15 1.196 3.30 11.7 0.15 0.93 0.1253 1.47
43 6.5A/4 63.60 0.440 3.88 11.7 0.13 0.93 0.0988 1.16
44 6.5A/2 63.88 0.824 3.88 11.7 0.11 0.94 0.0988 1.16
45 6.OA/4 82.56 0.515 4.76 11.7 0.16 0.99 0.0761 0.89
46 6.OA/2 82.56 0.999 4.76 11.7 0.09 0.99 0.0761 0.89
47 5.OA 123.20 1.010 6.71 11.7 0.07 0.93 0.0510 0.60Table B.1 (Cont.)
FLOATING MEMBRANE BREAKWAER
MONOCHROMATIC TESTS
WITHOUT MOORING LINES
RUN DEAN C L(ft) H(ft) T(sec) h(ft) Kr Kt k(1 /ft) kh
48 5.0A/2123.20 0.593 6.71 11.7 0.06 0.93 0.0510 0.60
49 9.5A 8.14 0.338 1.26 10.7 0.26 0.62 0.7723 8.26
50 9.5B 8.14 0.680 1.26 10.7 0.23 0.80 0.7723 8.26
51 9.0A 12.31 0.674 1.55 10.7 0.33 0.87 0.5103 5.46
52 9.08/2 12.31 0.907 1.55 10.7 0.26 0.82 0.5103 5.46
53 8.5A 16.60 0.904 1.80 10.7 0.20 0.85 0.3786 4.05
54 8.0A/2 24.68 0.525 2.20 10.7 0.16 0.88 0.2555 2.73
55 8.0A 24.68 0.869 2.20 10.7 0.19 0.95 0.2555 2.73
56 7.5A/2 32.37 0.514 2.54 10.7 0.07 0.91 0.1973 2.11
57 7.0A/2 50.15 0.821 3.30 10.7 0.15 0.97 0.1281 1.37
58 7.0A3/4 50.15 1.223 3.30 10.7 0.10 0.97 0.1281 1.37
59 6.5A/4 63.60 0.416 3.88 10.7 0.18 0.99 0.1021 1.10
60 6.5A/2 63.60 0.831 3.88 10.7 0.11 0.99 0.1201 1.10
61 6.0A/4 82.56 0.596 4.76 10.7 0.08 0.97 0.0788 0.84
62 6.0A/2 82.56 1.084 4.76 10.7 0.14 0.98 0.0788 0.84
63 5.0A 123.20 1.007 6.72 10.7 0.06 0.96 0.0529 0.5779
Table 11.2
FLOATING MEMBRANEBREAKWATER
RANDOM TESTS
RUN 111/3(ft)T1/3(sec)
5 0.145 1.25
6 0.307 1.28
7 0.687 1.50
8 0.718 2.61
9 0.160 1.20
10 0.342 1.18
11 0.711 1.80
12 0.733 2.41
13 0.149 1.29
14 0.321 1.39
15 0.687 1.50
16 0.686 2.43
17 0.144 1.18
18 0.293 1.20
19 0.612 1.50
20 0.588 2.41APPENDIX C
Numerical Modelling of Buoy Vertical Displacements
The membrane used in this model was ass
direction.Hence, any lateral deformation of
80
umed to be inelastic in the longitudinal
the membrane from its equilibrium
position must result in the downward motion of the cylindrical buoy.
The magnitude of this motion was obtained by computing the slope length of the
horizontal displacement function, X., between the seafloor, z = -h, and an initial
estimate of the z-coordinate, zo, of the top of the membrane in its deformed position.
This computed slope length was then compared with the original static length of the
membrane and the estimate of zo was adjusted accordingly. This process was repeated
until the computed slope length and the original static length agreed within a prescribed
tolerance.
The slope length of the displacement function, X., is given by
Note:
,1
Ls= f ::[1+ (ax,/azY .12dz
1+ (0)(m/aZ)2=[1+ 1(a)(m/aZ)21
1(axmiazr
For small slopes
(C.1)then
Recall
1(ax
m/azr = 0
Ls=
fz
2
.[1+- 1(ax
mlazddz
-h
X,= {ClcosX(z+h)+C2sinX(z+h)-2B1(a,-ai)coshk1(z+h)
CO
-E 2Bn(a.)coskn(z+h)) e'
n-2
Substituting Eq. C.3 into Eq. C.2
where
A AA; °
Ls=zo+h+Tl4+T;I5+ /6+Ar42/7+AIA3/8+A2A3/9+E 14n
n-2
CO
+A1A4,18n+A2A419n+A3A4.110.+A4 E A4,/,,,
m-n+1
Al= XCi
A2 =XC2
A3 = -2B1(ara1)l1
A4=2B(a,,,)k
2X(z°+h)-sin2X(zo+h)
14=
4X
81
(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)82
IS
2X(zo+h)+sin2X(zo+h)
4X
/6 =2k
1(z°
+h)+sinh2ki(zo+h)
4k1
sin2X(zo+h)
17=
2X
4 X2+14
{kicoshki(zo+h)sinX(zo+h)Xsinhki(zo+h)cosX(zo+h)}
4=
X2
1{kcoshki(zo+h)cosX(zo+h)+Xsinhki(zo+h)sinX(zo+h)}
+4
2k (z +h)sin2kn(zo+h)
/4n = n°4k
ign =
1{Xsink(zo+h)cosX(zo+h)kncosk(zo+h)sinX(zo+h)}
X2
1 /9n {kncoskn(Zo+ h) c o sX (z +h) +Xsink n(zo+h)sinX(zo+h) k
lion=4
1{1 cicoshki(zo+h)sinkn(zo +h) knsinhki(zo+h)coskn(zo +h)}
In {knisinkn(zo+h)coskjzo+h)kcosk(zo +h)sink Jzo+h)}
e -kmz